Reply to Elsila et al.: Large enantiomeric excesses in primitive meteorites, an analytical and computational supplement
C analyses (3) , and their unambiguous meteoritic indigeneity remains the foundation for our new, expanded analyses (2) .
Due to smaller sample availability, our study relied exclusively on molecular analyses that, we agree, could allow procedural missteps. We approached these concerns analytically by gas chromatography (GC)-MS, relying on extensive databases of standards; our methodology accounted for the recognition of all possible amino acids up to 6C chain length and 7-C α-amino acids. Therefore, we know that ile isomers, which include 43 α-, β-, γ-, δ-amino position and N-methyl substituted isomers, would all be amply separable in meteorite extracts by GC and/or recognizable by MS. The ile α-isomers investigated are also well known and resolved (4) .
If unexpected chromatographic interferences are still possible in separating complex meteorite extracts by GC, individual compounds' mass fragmentation patterns and fragments' single ion traces will reveal targeted compounds unequivocally (5) (e.g., α-and non-α-isomers differ even in their base peaks). Ile diastereomers' fragmentation is unambiguous among ile α-isomers (figure 1 in ref.
2) and was used for calculating their ee.
We can reasonably assume that possible contamination, which is not easily quantifiable, would be mainly microbial. All protein amino acid excesses were reported in table 1 and table S2 in  ref. 2. For L-ile likely indigenous content, we evaluated the most contaminated Antarctic meteorite analyzed, GRO 03116; found no ile diastereomers; and did not adjust their abundances. Serine ee were disregarded because these often come from handling, with no correlation to overall contamination.
Using rate and epimerization constants from the study by Mitterer and Kriausakul (6) and references therein, we also ruled out L-ile contamination by modeling L-ile ee, D-allo ee, and allo/ile ratios through epimerization after L-ile contamination. Model results demonstrated that the values measured in MET 00426 (MET), the largest ee measured, were simply unattainable by contamination and epimerization: (i) the amount of L-ile required to produce MET 60% D-allo reduces the allo/ile ratio well below the 2.2 reported, and (ii) raising D-allo ee is impossible if L-ile ee is smaller than D-allo ee, as was the case in MET. If L-ile ee had been greater, it could eventually raise D-allo ee only to be equal to its own excess.
Regarding reduction of ee during aqueous alteration, we discussed its limitations in the main text and supporting information but never invoked β-carbon epimerization, even stating: "the C3-chiral carbon. . . is not acidic and subject to racemization" (2) . Indeed, α-carbon epimerization cannot remove ile/allo natal ee, but Elsila et al. (1) fail to mention that it can decrease larger ee and increase lesser ee if L-ile ee ≠ D-allo ee.
To conclude, we find the received criticism without real basis on our statements or analytical and theoretical possibility. Therefore, our interpretation of and conclusions from the study's results remain unchanged. 
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